NOTIFICATION OF RISKS
The client confirms that begins trade having agreed with this notification.
Also, he admits that in this notification can't be opened all information on all potential risks due to a variety
of the possible situations.
The treatment of the terms used in this Notification, completely matches with a treatment of terms of the
contract on the conclusion of transactions in the Forex market.
1 . Effect of a credit shoulder
1.1 . When making trading activities with a credit shoulder even a small change of course of the tool can
have considerable influence on condition of the trading account of the Client
1.2 . In case of market movement against a line item of the Client it can suffer a loss in size of the initial
deposit and any additional resources,
deposited by it for maintenance of open line items.
1.3 . The client bears complete responsibility for accounting of all risks, use financial resources and choice of
the corresponding trade strategy.
1.4 . We strongly recommend to support the Margin Level not below 500%, and also always to expose order
Stop Loss for the purpose of restriction
possible losses.
2 . High volatility of tools
2.1 . A number of tools has the considerable intra day ranges of changes in price that implies high
probability of obtaining on the trade to transactions as profits, and losses.
3 . Technical risk
3.1 . The client assumes risks of financial losses because of defects information, communication, electric
and other systems.
3.2 . When making trading activities with use of the client terminal
The client assumes risks of financial losses which can arise due to:
a) failures in hardware, software and bad communication quality on the party of a Client;
b) inadequate work of the equipment of the Client;
c) wrong settings of the client terminal;
d) untimely updating of the version of the client terminal;
e) ignorances by the Client of the instructions described in "The user's guide on
to the client terminal" and in the section "FAQ"
3.3 . The client recognizes that when making trading activities by phone it can be possibility of dialing to the
duty operator at the moments of peak loadings is complicated.

Such situation can arise in the fast market (for example, in case of an exit of the key economic news).
4 . The market conditions differing from the normal
4.1 . The client admits that in market conditions, differ from normal, time handlings of client orders can
increase.
5 . Trade platform
5.1 . The client admits that in queue of requests/orders on the server can be only one request or the order.
Attempt to send any new request or the order will be rejected. Thus record is reflected in the Order window
"Order is locked"/" the order is blocked".
5.2 . The client admits that the unique reliable source of information of flow of quotations is the main server
serving real Clients. Bases quotations on the client terminal can't be a reliable source of information on a
flow of quotations, as in case of unstable connection between the client terminal with the server part of
quotations from a flow of quotations can not reach the client terminal.
5.3 . The client admits that closing of a window of placement/modification/removal of the order, and
also the window of opening/closing of line items isn't cancelled by the order or request, already
arrived to the dealer on handling.
5.4 . The client assumes risk of making of the unplanned trade
transactions in case of an order resending until receipt of information
about result of handling by the dealer of the previous order.
5.5 . The client recognizes that the order on simultaneous modification of level
the postponed order and the Stop Loss and/or Take Profit levels, arrived on handling
after the order is already performed, will be processed only regarding modification
the Stop Loss and/or Take Profit levels of orders of the line item opened on this order.
6 . Communications
6.1 . The client assumes risk of any financial losses caused by that it
I didn't receive or received with a delay any message from the Dealer and/or from the server.
6.2 . The client recognizes that information emailed (e-mail) in
the ciphered type it is protected from unauthorized access.
6.3 . The client agrees that the Dealer has the right to delete messages, uncollected
The client by internal mail of the client terminal within three calendar days with moment of sending
message.
6.4 . The client bears complete responsibility for preserving confidentiality information received by it from
the Dealer, also assumes risk of any financial
the losses caused by unauthorized access of the third parties to its trading account.

7 . Force majeur circumstances
7.1 . The client assumes risks of the financial losses caused by the force majeur circumstances.

